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Industrial Sealing Rings

Rings from the Inventors

Industrial Sealing Rings
We Don’t Just Produce Piston Rings,
We Understand Them.

When Friedrich Wilhelm GOETZE® founded his company in 1887, he was totally
dedicated to one thing, which was to continually optimize seals and sealing
systems for prime movers. The piston rings he developed, quickly turned into an
international success.
To the present day it is this innovative drive which makes Tenneco piston
rings the technology of choice for reliable day-to-day use within a multitude
of applications. By tradition we provide customer-specific technological
solutions. At the Burscheid location more than 100 employees are working
on developing piston rings. With a continuous chain of fresh ideas we meet
complex challenges posed by our customers.
On top of countless combustion engine applications Tenneco also delivers
sealing rings for gearboxes, compressors, pumps, and hydraulic systems.
The rings are used on pistons and as seals on rotating shafts. The next
pages offer a quick immersion into this product portfolio. It is out of
conviction that we keep developing outstanding solutions for an ever
increasing number of industrial sealing ring applications. Owed to their
sustainability these solutions contribute to our customers’ continued
success.

Tenneco’s GOETZE® sealing rings made from metallic materials prove themselves
in applications with rotary or linear running speeds, mechanical loads,
temperatures and sealed-off fluids and gases.
Meanwhile, however, there are a growing number of industrial applications
which cannot be solved with standard products. Higher load collectives as
well as ecologic and economic targets require a continued optimization of
sealing rings.
GOETZE ® industrial sealing rings can meet these requirements in an
optimum way. Depending on the application, the best mix of product
properties is selected from a menu of possible features to define a specific
solution for the customer’s application.
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Industrial Sealing Rings

Quality and Design
Pressurized
Oil

Shaft
Groove
Housing
Shaft

Seals for Radial Movement

Grey Cast Materials

Shaft seals are typically installed in a
groove. They establish a seal between
the rotating movement of the shaft and
the housing. Main requirements are a
low coefficient of friction, minimal wear
despite high rotational speeds, and high
loads, excellent heat transfer as well as
the requested sealing capability.

GOE 12 (STD)

Low coefficient of friction

•

Minimal wear

•

Optimal system sealing properties

Spheroidal graphite cast iron;
hard, high bending strength
(≥ 1300 MPa)

As the surface nature of a ring running face or side has a strong influence on its operating behavior and its durability,
the coating is also chosen specifically or combined to achieve the desired properties:

Medium Compression
Liner
Piston

Compression Rings
(Taper-faced rings)
200 µm
Microscopic View

Result of Hardness Testing

Oil Control Ring

Oil

Ring Geometries (Examples)
Rectangular
Ring

Carbidic grey cast iron; hard,
medium bending strength
(≥ 650 MPa)

100:1

Coatings

Piston rings provide a dynamic seal plus a
defined oil film thickness on the cylinder
running surface. Therefore piston sealing
systems consist of sealing/compression and
oil control rings. Another requirement is heat
transfer to the crank case.

•

100:1

In addition to the items listed here we design and manufacture industrial rings from tin bronze with excellent
emergency running properties and a very high corrosion resistance as well as sealing rings made from steel.

Pressure
Space

This results in:

GOE 52 (KV1)

100:1

Non heat-treated, non-alloyed
grey cast iron with lamellar
graphite; medium hardness, basic
bending strength (≥ 350 MPa)

Rectangular
Sealing
Ring

Seals for Axial Movement

GOE 32 (F14)

Nitriding

Phosphating

Nitriding a ring results in a very hard surface with
increased scuff resistance and a low coefficient of
friction.

Phosphating protects a ring against corrosion and
improves its running-in behavior.

Ring Joint (Examples)
Keystone
Ring

Taper-faced
Ring

Taper-faced
Napier Ring

Beveled-edge
Oil Control Ring

Butt Joint

Angle Joint

Overlapping Joint

Convex Step Joint

Hook Joint
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Application-specific
Design and Material Choice
Depending on the application parameters, ring features
are combined specifically for its use. Following this
principle, base technologies which are proven millions
of times, form the best suited sealing ring for the task.

Sealing Properties:

Examples of the parameters include:
•

The base material (for example GOE12, GOE32,
GOE52, depending on mechanical requirements)

•

The ring cross section geometry (e.g. rectangular,
keystone, taper-faced)

•

The ring joint geometry (e.g. butt, hook, convex
step)

•

The surface treatment via nitriding phosphating or
other coatings

•

Application-specific joint

•

Ring geometry tailored to application

Temperature resistance
and excellent heat transfer
properties

Tribological Features:

Mechanical
Requirements:
•

Spring function
(radial pressure
distribution)

•

Cracking resistance

•

Flexibility

•

Low friction at high sealing
performance

•

Coatings and surface
treatments

•

Finest surface finishing

Ease of Installation:
•

Hooked joint

•

Roundings

Precision:
•
Durability Requirements:
•

Low wear

•

Low fatigue behavior

Manufactured to
thousands of a
millimeter tolerance
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